
How would you like to engage with your
teaching and learning?

"I want to reflect on my teaching philosophy and
practices, and write an effective dossier for my

tenure and promotion submission, annual review,
awards or job application."

Which programs can help you achieve your goal?

Teaching Portfolio

"I want to learn about and incorporate new or
innovative teaching strategies."

Choose from:
Book club,

EnLITE Core,
workshops/

webinars

Choose from:
ISW, FOCI, CrDI,

CrDI-A with
CrDI-T&L

For a more in-
depth or focused

learning
experience, choose

from: EnLITE+

"I want to reflect on my own teaching practices and
philosophy, and build on this understanding to

incorporate new or innovative teaching strategies."

"I want to redesign my course(s) to teach them
remotely."

CrDI-Assessments with CrDI-Teaching & Learning
Activities remote

"I want to redesign my course(s) to integrate
principles of effective teaching and learning."

For a more in-depth or focused learning
experience, choose from: Book club,
EnLITE Core, workshops/webinars,

FOCI, EnLITE+

"I want to support other instructors with
incorporating effective teaching strategies into

their teaching."

"I want to learn about an incorporate new or
innovative teaching strategies, and promote

educational leadership through faculty engagement
in the principles, practice and scholarly approaches

to teaching and learning in higher education."

"I want to learn about the scholarship of
teaching and learning and conduct my own

research on my teaching."

Choose from:
ISW, FOCI

For a more in-depth learning
experience, choose from: Inquire

(conduct your own research project
with support)

SoTL CoP
and/or

collaborate in
SoTL research

Choose from:
Teaching

Portfolio, Book
club, EnLITE

Core

Choose from:
ISW, FOCI, CrDI,

CrDI-A with
CrDI- T&L

For a more in-
depth or focused

learning
experience,

choose from:
EnLITE+

CrDI

EnLITE+

FDW*

EnLITE+

ISW

"I want to redesign my course(s) to integrate principles
of effective teaching and learning (remotely or face-to-

face), and promote educational leadership through
faculty engagement in the principles, practice and

scholarly approaches to teaching and learning in higher
education."

Choose from:
CrDI, CrDI-A

with CrDI-T&L
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